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HEIRS FROM THE LOOM?
FUNERARY TEXTILES FROM STAMNA (AITOLIA, GREECE).
A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS*
In the period 1998-2003, the Greek archaeological service excavated impressive remains from the
burial site of Stamna in Aetolia, Western Greece.1 The extensive Submycenaean to Protogeometric
cemetery covers an area of approximately 20 ha. The site occupies a ca 4 km long, broad track from the
bend of the Aitolikon lagoon towards the low mounds further north, bordering the foothills of the
Arakynthos mountains to the East. In the level fertile zone, around 600 graves were excavated, distributed
in 30 groups.2 The graves belong to clusters of different types, namely, cist-, pithos-, built- and shaftgraves, some of them containing ceramic and metal offerings.3 Several features in the construction of the
graves and the offerings points to a close connection with the cultures of the end of the Mycenaean Age.
The most prominent of all the finds was the 2003 find of three burials within bronze cauldrons, one
of them of the tripodic type (Pl. CCIVa).4 These contained the burned and trimmed bones of the
deceased, along with their offerings, wrapped in textiles, and they had been covered with several layers of
different kinds of textiles. Most of these finds were preserved intact in their original place.5
∗

1

2

3

4

5

The authors would like to thank the organisers of HESPEROS for inviting this paper for publication. We
are grateful for help and constructive comments from Eva Andersson Strand, Sophie Desrosier, Søren
Dietz, Margarita Gleba, Reinhard Jung, Malcolm Wiener, Heine Hansen, Ulla Mannering and Ulrikka
Mokdad. This research project was generously funded by the Danish National Research Foundation (DG
64), the Marie Skłodowska-Curie mobility grant NETIA of the EU Commission, and the National
Museum of Denmark.
The finds were previously discussed with other finds in a preliminary report by three Greek conservators and
presented in Greek on the website http://www.archaiologia.gr. Lazaros Kolonas presented the finds in the
Mesolonghi conference 2013. L. KOLONAS, “Χάλκινοι λέβητες τριποδικός και απλός από το
Πρωτογεωμετρικό τύμβο των Σταμνών Αιτωλοακαρνανίας”, in Το αρχαιολογικό έργο στην Αιτωλοακαρνανία και στη
Λευκάδα από τους προϊστορικούς έως τους ρωμαϊκούς χρόνους”. 2o Διεθνές αρχαιολογικό και ιστορικό συνέδριο, 6-8 Δεκεμβρίου
2013 (forthcoming). The present study is based on our autopsy and analyses in the storage facilities of
Voudeni in October 2013, and subsequent analyses on samples in laboratories in Athens (Directorate of
Conservation of Ancient and Modern Monuments), Aarhus AMS Centre, Brede (Department of
Conservation) and Brussels (Royal Institute for Cultural Heritage [KIK-IRPA: Koninklijk Instituut voor het
Kunstpatrimonium – Institut Royal du patrimoine artistique).
On the Stamna cemetery see O. CHRISTAKOPOULOU-SOMAKOU, Το νεκροταφείο της Σταμνάς και η
Πρωτογεωμετρική περίοδος στην Αιτωλοακαρνανία 2009 (unpublished PhD thesis, University of Athens).
G. CHRISTAKOPOULOU, “Πρωτογεωμετρικός τάφος στη Σταμνά Μεσολογγίου”, in N.
STAMPOLIDIS (ed.) Cremations in Bronze and Early Iron Age. Proceedings of International Symposium (Rhodes,
29/4-2/5 1999) (2001) 155-168. One complex consists of an ovoid cist with a contracted skeleton placed
on a pebble-floor and in an ash fill a jar was uncovered with an iron sword curved around the jar. The jar
is dated to a period between Submycenaean and Early Protogeometric. See also S. DIETZ, “Between
History and Archaeology. Some reflections on Western Greece in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages”,
in E.
PAPADOPOULOU-CHRYSIKOPOULOU,
V.
CHRYSIKOPOULOS
and
G.
CHRISTAKOPOULOU (eds), Achaios. Studies presented to Professor Thanasis I. Papadopoulos (2016) 81-92.
On the use and symbolism of tripods, see B. WAGNER-HASEL “Dreifußkessel und Stoff der Gaben.
Plädoyer für einen materiellen Kulturbegriff”, Historische Anthropologie 23:3 (2015) 336-352.
The analysis of the textile material was first presented by the present authors in a poster, “A Protogeometric
urn cloth from Stamna, Aitolia, Greece” at the North European Symposium of Archaeological Textiles, Hallstatt, May
2014. We thank the NESAT hosts, Anton Kern and Karina Grömer, for inviting us to this event, and for
constructive discussions with the textile colleagues present in Hallstatt. We were kindly informed in 2016 that
conservator Alexandra Kotsaki is conducting a Ph.D. research project on the Stamna textile finds, under the
direction of Professor Nikolaos A. Vainos at Patras University.
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The fabrics are of various qualities. These well preserved and comprehensive finds are substantial
additions to the exiguous catalogue of archaeological textiles from Greece and are thus a significant
contribution to our understanding of the early Aegean textile cultures. In this contribution, we present the
finds and contextualize them with the few other early archaeological textile finds of Greece as listed in
Christophe Moulhérat and Youlie Spantidaki’s chapter on Greek archaeological textiles.6
The burial context
The provenance of the textiles is a Submycenaean and Protogeometric burial site (1100-800 BC).
The site was excavated by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture as a rescue excavation in 2003 under the
direction of Lazaros Kolonas. The site of Stamna is an extensive cemetery of more than 600
Submycenaean and Protogeometric burials. Moreover, there are tholos tombs reported in this area.7 The
textile finds are well preserved, partly by mineralization via the three bronze cauldrons (grave T587 with
the tripodic cauldron (Pl. CCIVb); grave T588 with a simple cauldron (Pl. CCIVc); and in grave T589,
from a bronze vessel, which is not well preserved). The fabrics inside the vessels are densely packed around
carbonised human bones, some metal objects, basketry and other unidentified organic materials; other
kinds of offerings may be hidden in the mass. We will here only discuss the textiles since the other find
groups are under study by other specialist teams.
Textile technologies in the three burials at Stamna
Our preliminary analysis revealed several types of weaves and a wide range of qualities, ranging
from a net-like structure of thick and coarse threads, to extremely fine fabrics of exceptionally fine threads
with very high thread counts (i.e. many threads per centimetre).
There seems to be at least six qualities of weave: two coarse and four fine ones. Some fabrics are of
very fine quality, with thread counts of up to 80 threads/cm. Some are faced, others are balanced. Five of
them are tabbies, and the sixth is probably made by warp twining. All threads are z-spun. This textile
assemblage displays a rich variety of techniques, yarn types and weave densities. This demonstrates that
the textiles are not all part of a single shroud but represent different items of clothing, furnishing, packing
or bedding material.
Weave 1: very dense faced tabby weave. One system is very lightly z-spun and the threads are of
0.25-0.3 mm in diameter (250-300 microns). The other system is of a z-spun thread of 0.5-1.0 mm in
diameter (500-1000 microns). They have in one thread system c. 1 thread /mm, and in the other thread
system up to 8 threads/mm. The fabric has a shiny, dark orange appearence. Thread count: 10 x 80/cm2
(Pl. CCVa).
Weave 2: very open, slightly balanced fabric. Threads are very lightly spun. One system seems
fixed and there are c. 6 thread/cm, of a thread diameter of c. 0.35 mm (350 microns); in the other system,
the threads are c. 0.3 mm (300 microns) in diameter, and there are c. 10 threads/cm. Threadcount: 6 x
10/cm. After consulting with numerous experts and a reconstruction test by tapestry weaver Ulrikka
Mokdad, Copenhagen, we can conclude that it seems to be the first attestation in Greece of warp twining,
sometimes termed gauze (Pl. CCVb-c and CCVIa-b).8
Weave 3: fine, dense tabby textile. Probably weft-faced. In one system (warp?) there are 8 threads
per cm, and the threads are c. 0.5 mm (500 microns) in diameter. In the other system, there are c. 40

6

7

8

Y. SPANTIDAKI and Chr. MOULHÉRAT, “Greece”, in M. GLEBA and U. MANNERING (eds), Textiles
and Textile Production in Europe from Prehistory to AD 400 (2011) 185-200.
M. STAVROPOULOU-GATSI, “Τοπωνυμικές επιβιώσεις για την Ομηρική Ιθάκη στην Αιτωλοακαρνανία
και αρχαιολογικά τεκμήρια για την μυκηναϊκή εποχή”, in C. PAPADATOU-GIANNOPOULOU (ed.),
Πρακτικά Συνεδρίου: Διεθνές συνέδριο αφιερωμένο στον Wilhelm Dörpfeld υπό την αιγίδα του Υπουργείου Πολιτισμού, Λευκάδα
6-11 Αυγούστου 2006 (2008) 373-388.
U. MOKDAD, “Transparent textiles. Experiments in Plain Gauze carried out on a Small-frame Loom”,
Archaeological Textiles Review 57 (2015) 70-74.
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threads/cm (their density makes it difficult to distinguish the individual threads). Thread count: 8 x 40/
cm2 (Pl. CCVIc).
Weave 4: very fine balanced tabby. Tightly z-spun threads. Thread diameter of 0.4 mm (400
microns) in one system and 0.3 mm (300 microns) in the other. Thread count: 25 x 25/cm2 (Pl. CCVIIa).
Weave 5: (T588/12). Very coarse, dense tabby weave. Threads of c. 4 mm in diameter, z-spun.
(Pl. CCVIIb).
Weave 6: very coarse, very open tabby weave. Threads of c. 2 mm in diameter, slightly z-spun. (Pl.
CCVIIc).
There are, broadly speaking two distinct categories of cloth: very coarse tabby structures (Weaves 56), and very fine fabrics of various techniques (Weaves 1-4). The coarse fabrics are made of thick threads
of c. 1-4 mm diameter (Pl. CCVIIb-c). They are loosely woven and seem to be made of plant fibre but
only further examination can specify the exact material. They could be a type of wrapping or packing
material. They are especially visible on the top of the tripod vessel T587 and on the edge of vessel 588 (Pl.
CCIVc) but coarse textile types are also found inside the vessels. Most of the fine fabrics are tabbies (Pl.
CCVa, CCVIc and CCVIIa, Weaves 1, 3-4). Their yarns are z-spun and the threads are c. 0.25-1.0 mm
in diameter. Weaves 1 and 3 are faced tabbies. This means that they have in one thread system c. 8-10
threads/cm, and in the other thread system up to 80 threads/cm. These threads cover the entire surface
and give the fabrics a very dense appearance, despite the extreme fineness of threads and fabrics. Weave 4
(Pl. CCVIIa), instead, is a balanced weave with c. 25 threads in both systems. All these fabrics could have
been woven on a warp-weighted loom, the two-beam loom or a horizontal loom,9 while Weave 2, the
warp twining, was probably made on a frame (Pl. CCVIb).
The Stamna textile fibre types
Most preserved archaeological textiles from Greece are made of plant fibres (flax, hemp, nettle).10
This is due to the fact that plant fibres apparently survive better than wool in Greece. Moreover, the
preservation improves in the proximity of copper and copper alloys. It was thus important to determine if
some Stamna textiles were made of wool or were all made of plant fibre. Based on microscopic
examination, the coarse weaves seem to be made of plant fibres. We were, however, uncertain concerning
the fibre type of the fabric attested in Weave 1, a fine, faced tabby with a dark orange shine (Pl. CCVa).
Microscopic examination of the fibres from Weave 1 was significantly hampered by a black
substance on the fibres but an imprint of a scale structure visible by electron microscopy (Pl. CCVIIIa) can
be considered as indication of keratin fibres. High amounts of iron and minor amounts of copper and
sulphur were identified by SEM-EDX (Pl. CCVIIIb-d). The metals are very pronounced at the fibres
surface, while sulphur was only found in the centre of the fibres. The threads of Weave 1 are heavily
mineralised and covered by a thick metallic layer. Elucidation of the organic composition of the glossy
surface as well as the fibre polymers would allow further refinement of the actual results.
Evidence of dye
A fine faced tabby fabric, of the same quality as Weave 1, displayed evidence of broad coloured
bands of purple-dyed weft threads (Pl. CCIXa). This fabric was clearly visible on the cover of tripod 587.
Organic dye identification with HPLC of the purple yarn revealed the presence of both brominated and
debrominated indigotin compounds, with 6-monobromo indigotin as major compound. 11 The
identification of brominated indigotin in archaeological textile samples is generally difficult due to the
lability of bromine-carbon bonds, which easily undergo degradation.12 However, the particular conditions
9
10
11

12

E. ANDERSSON STRAND and M.-L. NOSCH (eds), Tools, Textiles and Contexts (2015).
SPANTIDAKI and MOULHÉRAT (supra n. 6); S. SPANTIDAKI, Textile Production in Classical Athens (2016).
Relative composition (288 nm) of the compounds after HPLC-DAD analysis of the purple dye extracted
with dimethylformamide: 10 indigotin, 55 6-mono-bromoindigotin, 33 6,6’-dibromoindigotin and 2 6,6’dibromoindirubin (I. Vanden Berghe analysis report 2014.12325).
J.C. COOKSEY, “Tyrian Purple: 6,6’-dibromoindigotin and related compounds”, Molecules 6 (2001) 736-
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at Stamna allowed for the preservation of this delicate dye. It can therefore be concluded that this sample
was dyed with purple from the murex sea snail.13 The purple dye substance is extracted from the
hypobranchial glands from specific species of Mediterranean marine sea snails (Hexaplex trunculus, Bolinus
brandaris or Stramonita haemastoma).14 This use of murex is attested already in the Neolithic in finds of murex
shells in archaeological excavations and murex shells are well attested in Middle Minoan Crete;15 murex is
used for textile dyes in Mycenaean palaces as reported in two Knossian Linear B tablets, L 758 and X
976.16 The fishing and exploitation of murex is assumed to have accelerated in the Early Iron Age and
contributed to the wealth of the city of Tyre and of Phoenician merchants. Purple-dyed fabrics are known
from Bronze Age Qatna in Syria,17 and have recently come to light in central Italy, dated to the 7th to 6th
centuries, the oldest in Italy.18 The Stamna textile finds are thus so far the oldest archaeological evidence
of textiles dyed with murex in Europe and the Mediterranean area.
Textile and burial rites in the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age
Some changes occurred in burial practices in the Aegean when the Bronze Age inhumation
practices in some places were replaced by cremation and deposits of urns.19 The latter rites are illustrated
in Homer’s Iliad, which gives a detailed description of the burial rites executed for the hero Achilles’ friend
Patroclus. Patroclus was washed and clothed, first in a white linen,20 and then covered in a white cloak
(pharos). Then it is described how the corpse is placed on the pyre:
ἐν λεχέεσσι δὲ θέντες ἑανῷ λιτὶ κάλυψαν
ἐς πόδας ἐκ κεφαλῆς, καθύπερθε δὲ φάρεϊ λευκῷ.
and they laid him upon his bed, and covered him with a soft linen cloth
from head to foot, and there over with a white robe.21

Later, after having burnt the body of Patroclus (Iliad 23, 252-254), it is described how the bones are
treated with care, smeared in a double22 layer of animal fat, and deposited in a metal container covered by
linen textiles (lis):

13
14

15

16

17

18

19
20

21
22

769.
Report KIK-IRPA DI: 2014.12325.
H. LANDENIUS ENEGREN and F. MEO (eds), Treasures of the Sea. Sea-Silk and Shell Purple Dye in Antiquity
(2017).
V. APOSTOLAKOU, T.M. BROGAN and Ph.P. BETANCOURT, “The Minoan Settlement on
Chryssi and its Murex Dye Industry”, in M.-L. NOSCH and R. LAFFINEUR (eds), KOSMOS. Jewellery,
Adornment and Textiles in the Aegean Bronze Age. 13th international Aegean conference held at Copenhagen, April 2010
(2012) 179-183. B. BURKE, “Purple and Aegean Textile Trade in the Early Second Millennium BC”, in
Ph. BETANCOURT, V. KARAGEORGHIS, R. LAFFINEUR and W.-D. NIEMEIER (eds),
MELETEMATA. Studies in Aegean Archaeology presented to Malcolm H. Wiener as he enters his 65th Year (1999) 7582.
M.-L. NOSCH, “The Wool Age: Textile Traditions and Textile innovations”, in F. RUPPENSTEIN and J.
WEILHARTNER (eds), Tradition and Innovation in the Mycenaean Palatial Polities (2015) 167-201.
M.A. JAMES, N. REIFARTH, A.J. MUKHERJEE, M.P. CRUMP, P.J. GATES, P. SANDOR, F.
ROBERTSON, P. PFÄLZNER and R. EVERSHED, “High Prestige Royal Purple dyed Textiles from the
Bronze Age Royal Tomb at Qatna, Syria”, Antiquity 83 (2009) 1109-1118.
Tarquinia, see M. GLEBA, “Analisi preliminare dei tessuti della Tomba dell’Aryballos sospeso”, in A.
MANDOLESI et al. (eds), Tomba dell’aryballos sospeso, 28-32, Orizzonti –Rassegna di Archeologia XVII (2016)
11-34.
I. MORRIS, Burial and Ancient Society: the Rise of the Greek City-state (1987).
Lis means smooth, and qualifies both stones and fabric. P. CHANTRAINE, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue
grecque (1968) s.v.
Hom. Il., 18, 352-353. Translation by Samuel Butler 1898.
The Greek term diplaka refers here to fat, and is also used to describe meat with fat on both sides. It is
worth noticing that this term has a special textile connection since the diplax designates a double (folded?)
fabric, or perhaps rather ‘double-weave’, Helen weaves such a double-weave (Il. 3.126) and so does
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κλαίοντες δ᾽ ἑτάροιο ἐνηέος ὀστέα λευκὰ
ἄλλεγον ἐς χρυσέην φιάλην καὶ δίπλακα δημόν,
ἐν κλισίῃσι δὲ θέντες ἑανῷ λιτὶ κάλυψαν
Weeping, they picked the white bones of their comrade out
and put them in a double layer of fat inside a golden urn.
They placed the urn under soft linen in a hut.

Likewise, after the funerary pyre of Hector, the comrades gather his bones and place them in a
golden urn and cover them in purple fabric (Il. 24. 795-796).23
καὶ τά γε χρυσείην ἐς λάρνακα θῆκαν ἑλόντες
πορφυρέοις πέπλοισι καλύψαντες μαλακοῖσιν.
The bones they took and placed in a golden urn,
covering them over with soft purple robes

The Stamna finds display striking similarities with the Iliad’s descriptions, especially in the use of
textiles, both to wrap the bones and gifts, and as cover over the vessel in the grave (Pl. CCIXb). The range
of weave types in Stamna illustrates that it was not a single shroud but probably a range of textile kinds,
possibly clothing of - or for - the deceased.
Chronology
As part of the investigation, we sent six samples to the radiocarbon dating (14C) laboratories in
Aarhus University, Denmark. Three were inconclusive due to the state of preservation and their small
size.24 The other three tests gave surprising results.
Sample 1: AAR-21057, textile from T587 (the tripod, Pl. CCXa). The calibrated dates are:
68.2% probability
(68.2%) 1111-1025 cal BC
95.4% probability
(2.3%) 1192-1175 cal BC
(2.3%) 1161-1144 cal BC
(90.8%) 1131-996 cal BC
Sample 2: AAR-21058, textile from T587 (the tripod, Pl. CCXa-b). The calibrated dates are:
68.2% probability
(31.9%) 1193-1143 cal BC
(32.6%) 1132-1082 cal BC
(3.8%) 1065-1058 cal BC
95.4% probability
(95.4%) 1215-1038 cal BC
Sample 3: AAR-25453, textile from T588 (the open cauldron, Pl. CCXc). The calibrated dates are:
68.2% probability
(68.2%) 1514-1396 cal BC
95.4% probability
(84.7%) 1611-1369 cal BC
(10.7%) 1361-1297 cal BC

The damaged nature of the finds made the 14C tests difficult and it would be preferable to include
further tests in the future. It is remarkable that all three dates are older than the conventional dates of the

23
24

Andromache (Il. 22.441). A double weave fabric has two warp systems. Odysseus wears a double-woven
chlaina (Od. 19.226) and he receives such a double-woven piece as gift (Od. 19.242).
In Homer’s work, peplos can mean both garments and textiles covering furniture.
Inconclusive: AAR-22818 (Bone), AAR-25454 from T588-4 (plant or tar?), AAR-25452 (T587-3, textile).
Conclusive: AAR-21057 (textile from T587), AAR- 21058 (textile from T 587), AAR-25453 (textile from
T588-2).
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Proto-Geometric period.25 The dates suggest that the two textiles from the tripod are dated before 1000
BC. One of them (AAR-21057) seems to be of an age of ca. 1100 to 1000 BC, e.g., Submycenaean; the
other textile from the tripod (AAR-21058) can possibly be dated to ca. 1200 to 1000 BC, e.g., Late Bronze
Age to Submycenaean.
The textile sample from the open cauldron (T 588, Pl. CCXc) (AAR-25454) is dated even earlier,
possibly between 1600 and 1300 BC, and thus possibly belongs to the end of the Middle Bronze Age to
the end of the Late Bronze Age.
Epigraphical evidence of Late Bronze Age textiles
In Late Bronze Age Mycenaean Greece, wool fibres were acquired through the systematic breeding
of sheep flocks divided by gender and age.26 The primary purpose of herding was wool acquisition.27 Also
the palaces at Pylos, Mycenae and Thebes kept records dealing with palace-owned sheep and
wool.28Aegean Bronze Age textile crops first and foremost include flax (ri-no/linon, Linum usitatissimum),
which is a cultivated crop, controlled and recorded by the palaces both at Knossos and Pylos.29 Flax
cultivation was widespread in the Late Bronze Age and was an integral part of the agricultural production
system. Much research has in recent years has been conducted on Aegean Late Bronze Age textile
technology based on the textile tools, the archaeological textiles, the Linear A and Linear B evidence for
textile types and the organisation of textile production.30 In the Aegean, a series of specialised studies
examine the Bronze Age textile technology based on tool studies31 and on iconography.32 Furthermore,
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

However, the in-going debates in archaeology and archaeometry about the 14C dates must be taken into
consideration. See M.H. WIENER, “Time Out: the current impasse in Bronze Age Archaeological
dating”, in K.P. FOSTER and R. LAFFINEUR (eds), METRON. Measuring the Aegean Bronze Age.
Proceedings of the 9th International Aegean Conference, Yale University, 18-21 April 2002 (2003) 363-399 and table
LXX-LXXI; M.H. WIENER and J.W. EARLE, “Radiocarbon dating of the Theran eruption”, in R.H
TYKOT (ed.), Proceedings of the 38th international Symposium on Archaeometry – May 10th-14th 2010, Tampa,
Florida, Open Journal of Archaeometry 2: 5265 (2014) 60-64. It should also be noted that there is a risk of
reservoir effects because of the proximity to the sea. We thank Malcolm Wiener for discussing this issue
with us.
The palace scribes at Knossos held account of some 100,000 sheep, and the total number of sheep in
Crete was probably more than double, including eastern Crete and the flocks outside palace control and
reach. Sheep are in the written records often associated with Central Crete and areas of Western Crete
such as Chania. L. GODART, “Les tablettes de la série Co de Cnossos”, in M.S. RUIPÉREZ (ed.), Acta
Mycenaea. Proceedings of the Fifth International Colloquium on Mycenaean Studies, Salamanca, 30 March-3 April 1970.
II (1972) 418-424; J.-P. OLIVIER, “La série Dn de Cnossos” SMEA 2 (1967) 71-93.
To increase and monitor animal fibre production, male sheep were castrated and kept in separate wool
producing flocks.
M.-L. NOSCH, “The Wool Economy in Greece in the end of the II millennium BC”, in C. MICHEL and
C. BRENIQUET (eds), Wool Economy in the Ancient Near East and the Aegean: From the Beginnings of Sheep Husbandry
to Institutional Textile Industry (2014) 366-395.
It relied on individual farmers to deliver flax fibres, either raw or in some kind of processed fibre form,
depending on how we interpret the logogram SA which denotes flax. The palace scribes assessed the flax
yield and deliveries, or missing deliveries, from villages, and over-regional totals were dressed for the two
provinces of the kingdom, the Hither Province and the Further Province, respectively. F.
ROUGEMONT, “Flax and Linen Textiles in the Mycenaean Palatial Economy”, in C. GILLIS and M.L.B. NOSCH (eds), Ancient Textiles: Production, Craft and Society. Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Ancient Textiles, held at Lund, Sweden, and Copenhagen, Denmark on March 19-23, 2003 (2007) 46-49. M.-L.
NOSCH, “Textile crops and textile labour in Mycenaean Greece”, in C. VARIAS GARCIA et al. (eds)
Land, Territory and Population in the Ancient Greece: institutional and mythical aspects, Colloqui Internacional: “Terra,
territori i població a la Grècia antiga: aspectes institucionals i mítics” (2017) 3-38.
E.J.W. BARBER Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages with Special Reference
to the Aegean (1992); NOSCH and LAFFINEUR (eds) (supra n. 15).
ANDERSSON STRAND and NOSCH (eds) (supra n. 9); M. SIENNICKA, “Textile Production in Early
Helladic Tiryns”, in NOSCH and LAFFINEUR eds (supra n. 15) 65-75; J. CUTLER, E. ANDERSSON
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new studies of textiles, clothing, technology and terminology from Bronze Age Near Eastern, Levantine
and Egyptian archaeology, epigraphy and iconography are accruing.33 This is paired with studies on
textile and clothing terminology.34 Textiles thus play a major role in the Mycenaean palace economies
and continued to form a major part of the Early Iron Age economy.35
Archaeological textiles from the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age Aegean
Archaeological textiles discovered in the Aegean were made from plant fibres, especially flax, but
there is also evidence of Bronze Age textiles made from sheep and goat wool. 36 However, the
overwhelming part of preserved Bronze Age textiles is of plant fibres, of which the majority are tabbies,
balanced or weft-faced. From Bronze Age Akrotiri comes evidence of wool threads as well as a fine
balanced linen tabby textile with 20-22 threads per cm2, fringes, a hem with stitching, and embroidery.
Another fabric is weft-faced with a sophisticated combination of spin-pattern made of thin s-plyed warp
yarns combined with thicker z-spun wefts. In a LM III house of Khania a ribbon braided of linen, goat
hair and perhaps nettle was unearthed.37 Other Late Bronze Age finds include fine tabbies of s-plied linen
yarns preserved on the surface of metal objects in graves in Mycenae, Pylona (Rhodes), Salamis and
Mochlos.
According to Spantidaki and Moulhérat, technological changes in spinning and weaving appear
from the turn from the second to the first millennium BC: the growing use of wool, increase of single zspun yarns, and a predominance of weft-faced fabrics, often made with thicker, fewer warps and
numerous, thinner wefts.38 These Early Iron Age technological features are seen in Lefkandi where the
textiles are primarily weft-faced wool tabbies of z-spun yarns and with thread counts of 10-60
threads/cm2. Textiles in large quantities and of great diversity are part of burial rituals in 9th century
Athens, 8th century Eretria and 7th century Corfu and here we also have evidence of fabrics dyed with
murex.39 Several layers of mineralised tabbies are preserved on an early Geometric amphora kept in the
National Archaeological Museum, Athens.40 It is dated 875-860 BC. The fabric was carefully folded and
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STRAND and M.-L. NOSCH, “Textile Production in Quartier Mu”, in J.-C. POURSAT (ed.), Fouilles
exécutées à Malia. Le Quartier Mu V. Vie quotidienne et techniques au Minoen Moyen II (2012) 95-118; S.
VAKIRTZI, C. KOUKOULI-CHRYSSANTHAKI and S. PAPADOPOULOS, “Spindle whorls from
two prehistoric settlements on Thassos, North Aegean”, in M. HARLOW, C. MICHEL, and M.-L.
NOSCH (eds), Prehistoric, Bronze Age and Ancient Near Eastern Textiles and Dress: an interdisciplinary Anthology
(2014) 43-56.
M.C. SHAW and A. CHAPIN, Woven Threads. Patterned Textiles of the Aegean Bronze Age (2016).
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Aegean”, in A. KOTSONAS and I. LEMOS (eds), Blackwell’s companion to the archaeology of early Greece and the
Mediterranean (forthcoming).
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Chr. MOULHÉRAT and Y. SPANTIDAKI, “Cloth from Kastelli, Chania”, Arachne 3 (2009) 8-15. Chr.
MOULHÉRAT and Y. SPANTIDAKI, “Textile from Kastelli, Chania”, in M. ANDRIANAKIS and I.
TZACHILI, Archaeologiko Ergo Kritis 1 (2010) 696-700 (in Greek).
SPANTIDAKI and MOULHÉRAT (supra n. 6) 194.
SPANTIDAKI and MOULHÉRAT (supra n. 6).
Ν. KOUROU, “Αττικά τεφροδόχα νεαρών κοριτσιών: γύρω από έναν αμφορέα και ένα ορυκτοποιημένο
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now adheres to the rim at the base of the vessel; it is a very fine weft-faced tabby. The (possible) warp was
s-spun and z-plied threads of 0.40-0.45 mm diameter, the wefts were much thinner, of 0.17-0.12 mm.
There are c. 8-10 warps and 64 wefts per cm.
According to Moulhérat and Spantidaki, the Lefkandi textile material testifies to profound changes
in textile technology in the beginning of the 1st millennium BC:41 the majority of Aegean Bronze Age
textiles are s-plied threads but in the 1st millennium BC a significant tradition of single z-spun threads
appears. Another significant marker of Early Iron Age textile qualities in the Aegean is the weft-faced
nature of fabrics and the high thread count of wefts. The finds from Stamna thus provide an occasion to
review the hypothesis of major changes in the Iron Age textile technology in Greece and to add new data
to the discussion. Stamna textiles contain features that, according to Spantidaki and Moulhérat, are typical
of the early Iron Age in Greece: z-spun threads and weft-faced fabrics, as well as the presence of wool
textiles.
Conclusion
The Stamna finds represent the largest assemblage of archaeological textiles preserved in the
Aegean; it is a substantial addition to the catalogue of archaeological textiles from Greece and thus a
significant contribution to our understanding of the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age textile cultures of
Europe. The Stamna find represents the earliest scientifically testified evidence of murex purple dye in
Greece, probably in the entire Mediterranean area.
In terms of fabrics and textile techniques, the Bronze Age Aegean belongs to the balanced or weftfaced tabby traditions, which we also find in Egypt and the Near East, but is contrasted with the different
techniques in central European and the Italian peninsula, such as the emergence of twills and tablet
weaving which gained more and more momentum in the Early Iron Age.42 The location of Stamna in
Western Greece is in proximity to the Italic peninsula but we see no influence from the west in the Stamna
textile technology; the Stamna textile blend of tabbies continues the long tradition of textile techniques of
the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age in Greece. This textile assemblage, thus, clearly belongs to the
Aegean/Levantine and Egyptian weave traditions of tabbies, and not to the Central European and Italic
twill and tablet-weave traditions.
With the current state of evidence, we can perhaps question or modify Spantidaki and Moulhérat’s
theory mentioned above of profound textile technological changes in spinning and weaving at the turn of
the millennium. 43 It seems possible to suggest the growing use of wool, z-spun yarns, and the
predominance of weft-faced fabrics already existed in the Late Bronze Age.
It is important to emphasize that this part of ancient Aitolia was a very important area in
Mycenaean times. At the lower slopes of the Aghios Elias hill, just above Stamna, four tholos tombs and a
richly furnished chamber tomb were in use from LH IIB to Late IIIC and a possible prehistoric Acropolis
was situated on Aghios Elias itself. In addition, one further tholos tomb was found included in the
cemetery of Stamna itself.44
Whether we talk about an early Early Protogeometric in Stamna contemporary with
Submycenaean in Achaea45 or a genuine Submycenaean phase in Aitolia, it is important that, in the
41
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Exchange and Interaction in Postpalatial Times (12th-11th B.C.), International Workshop (Udine, December 1st-2nd 2006)
(2009) 345-414. See also I. MOSCHOS, “Western Achaea during the succeeding LH IIIC Late period–
the Final Mycenaean Phase and the Submycenaean Period”, in S. DEGER-JALKOTZY and A.E.
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Aghios Elias/Stamna area of SW Aitolia, there is a continuation from the Late Mycenaean to the early
Iron Age right down to after 900 BC.46 The cemetery of Stamna evidences the existence of richer graves
indicating the existence of ranked societies in the beginning of the Early Iron Age of western Greece,
probably also stimulated by contacts towards the west.
Two of the 14C dates (95.4% - calibrated BC) derive from the textiles covering the tripod. One is
14C dated between 1131 BC and 996 BC, the other between 1215 and 1038 BC. This suggests an
approximate date between 1150 and 1050 BC or within the range LHIIIC middle/ late and
Submycenaean of the textiles on the tripod.
The 14C dates of the Stamna textiles suggest a chronological difference between the fine piece of
cloth (c. 1200-1100 BC) and the more coarse piece of cloth (1100-1000 BC), both from the same vessel.
These dates define a date terminus ante quem for the burial. Furthermore, the 14C results suggest that textiles
of a certain age, perhaps heirlooms of the deceased or his family, were deposited in the graves with the
bones and other offerings.47 The family of the deceased could have chosen fine fabrics of an older age to
accompany the burial. However, the significant distance between the dating derived from the 14C analysis
of the textile samples and the dating estimate of the ceramic offerings is noteworthy and will need much
further investigation in the future, both of 14C analyses and an evaluation of the contexts.
The unique finds of bronze tripods also corroborates both the international networks of Stamna as
well as suggests high levels of organization. In Beate Wagner-Hasel’s analysis, tripods are suggestive of
competition and mobility, and especially represent gifts made by communities to rulers.48 When this praxis
was initiated is not known, but the tripod vessel, trípos, is attested in the Linear B tablets (ti-ri-po, ti-ri-po-de,
ti-ri-po-di-ko).49 We may assume that the tripod conveyed the message of rank, wealth and prestige,
international networks and competition, and so did the many textiles. The textiles, their complex webs
and prestigious dyes probably also convey messages of ancestry, lineage, cohesion and bonds.50
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allem Textilien symbolisieren”.
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